National Outdoor Leadership School

Chief of Program Strategy
The Chief of Program Strategy drives the overarching strategic vision
for the development, operationalization, and financial sustainability of
NOLS’ world-class education programs
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ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) is an

NOLS, One Mission.” In short, NOLS is seeking to

international nonprofit organization that teaches

restructure and integrate the support functions of

wilderness skills. NOLS’ mission and impact reach

its program areas while maintaining the unique

far and wide, with locations across the world and

contributions of each offering. This is paired with

operations in all 50 states. NOLS enrolls more than

a comprehensive enterprise information system

28,000 students and employs over 1,000 full-

upgrade and deliberate work to build an inclusive

time and part-time staff, with an annual budget of

culture within these efforts. These systemic efforts

approximately $40 million in a typical year. NOLS

are designed to enable significant programmatic

boasts more than 360,000 active alumni.

and philanthropic revenue growth via strategic

Founded as an outdoor skills school in a small cabin

marketing and outreach.

in Sinks Canyon, Wyoming, NOLS now encompasses
a wide range of programming, currently split
across five organizational components: Wilderness
Medicine, Wilderness Expeditions, Custom
Education, Alumni Expeditions, and Risk
Management training and conferences. Many of
these programs compete in both B2B and B2C
markets. Today, a NOLS student’s experience
can range from four hours to several months in
classroom and/or wilderness settings.
As NOLS emerges from the impacts of COVID-19, it
is undertaking a large-scale initiative to modernize
its operating model described by the vision of “One
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NOLS’ mission is to be
the leading source and
teacher of wilderness
skills and leadership that
serve people and the
environment.

POSITION OVERVIEW AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
Reporting directly to the NOLS President and
supervising NOLS Program leadership, the Chief
of Program Strategy will drive the school’s longterm, overarching growth strategy to support a
comprehensive educational portfolio. This new
position is an exceptional opportunity for a person
with a passion for and experience in designing
and managing product-centric organizations,
managing change successfully, and taking products
and services from conception to launch. The Chief
of Program Strategy is ultimately responsible for
the overarching $30M+ P&L and growth targets
for NOLS’ portfolio of programs, their mission
alignment, and their future success. The ideal
candidate cares deeply about students, education,

the environment, and intentional learning
experiences and has demonstrated experience
building inclusive teams. NOLS is committed to
supporting inclusive work and educational spaces,
and seeks leadership who can support NOLS’
diversity, equity, and inclusion vision.
NOLS has created the Chief of Program Strategy role
to (1) facilitate initial analysis and conversations to
inform future programmatic structure, (2) reduce
redundancies in support for constituents across
the organization, (3) be responsive to what future
students will want and value, (4) coordinate efforts
to efficiently pioneer new ideas, and (5) facilitate
scaling of successful programs.
The Chief of Program Strategy serves on the
Executive Team, supervising the Operations
Director, the Wilderness Medicine Director, and
the Sales and Marketing Director. This role is
envisioned to evolve in structure to include shared
service and innovation support going forward.
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Focus
Areas
Portfolio Strategy and Management
▪ Develop a strategic, overarching programmatic
vision in strong partnership with the existing
NOLS leadership
▪ Provide leadership and hold ultimate
accountability for NOLS’ overall $30M+ program
P&L, revenue growth, financial sustainability, and
comprehensive mission accomplishment
▪ Address redundancies and inefficiencies, allocate
resources, drive innovation, and be accountable
for necessary choices to build financial
sustainability
▪ Ensure adaptiveness and ongoing performance
of the NOLS program portfolio to serve student
needs and interests in the long term

Organizational Structure and
Alignment
▪ Align and oversee a new programmatic
organizational structure and supporting functions
to deliver on the strategic vision for the school
▪ Provide input in the build-out of a new IT
platform that better supports programs
▪ Manage change and misalignment through
harmonizing or combining processes to improve
service to NOLS’ students, partners, and faculty
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Program Design and Implementation
▪ Optimize educational product features,
curriculums, and customer impact with a vision
informed by NOLS executive and programmatic
leadership
▪ Coordinate the portfolio of program offerings
across the school to create more integrated
support structures that optimally serve all student
groups, faculty, and staff.
▪ Partner with NOLS leadership to build out tools
to support analysis of programs and growth
and devise all program facilities and asset
management plans

Market and Product Analysis
▪ Supervise and collaborate with the Sales and
Marketing Director to (1) re-establish foundational
knowledge of customer segments, student pipelines,
and business climates, (2) connect courses to
customers, improve feedback loops with go-tomarket channels, and (3) thoughtfully set course
pricing to support both accessibility and financial
sustainability
▪ Supervise and collaborate with the Sales and
Marketing Director to update NOLS’ brand identity
to reflect the guiding vision of “One NOLS, One
Mission”
▪ Translate customer insights into timely program
development and experimentation
▪ Respond to shifting trends in student
demographics, the competitive landscape,
educational innovation, policy, and related
developments
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Cross-Functional Leadership
▪ Serve as a member of the NOLS Executive Team
▪ Supervise and collaborate with the Wilderness
Medicine Director, Operations Director, and their
Program/location teams, who are responsible for
customer satisfaction, financial performance, and
program management
▪ Play a strategic crisis response role in the event of
field or classroom incidents
▪ Oversee and coordinate initiatives across
internal teams, external constituents, and other
stakeholders

▪ Work collaboratively with the Chief People
Officer, HR, and Program Staffing teams to ensure
high-quality faculty experiences and appropriate
workforce planning
▪ Work collaboratively across all other school
departments (Advancement, Finance, HR, Risk,
and IT) to provide excellent program support
▪ In coordination with the CFO, standardize metrics
and KPIs to track and achieve product and
educational portfolio performance and growth
▪ May serve as Acting President if President is
unavailable
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Desired Experience and
Competencies

▪ Extensive leadership experience managing teams,
senior organizational leaders, and multi-product
P&Ls at a large mission-focused company,
educational institution, or social enterprise
▪ Charismatic, positive, optimistic, personable, and
transparent, with the ability to bring people along
through change
▪ Embrace, support, and demonstrate a
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Ideally has a track record of building inclusive
teams and understands the role of equity in
building processes supportive of that.

▪ Familiarity with educational product design,
development, customer experience, channels
▪ Experience working cross-functionally with
Marketing, IT, Finance, and other departments
▪ A mind for objective, data-driven decisions;
quantitative and qualitative decision-making skills
▪ A strong grasp of the nonprofit operating
environment in a mission-driven organization
▪ High ethics, integrity, sound professional
judgment, and ability to maintain confidentiality
with tact and discretion

▪ Deep commitment to NOLS’ mission and the
success of its students
▪ Familiarity with classroom and educational
products
▪ Ability to successfully guide products and services
from conception to launch
▪ Ability to listen deeply to stakeholder viewpoints
and concerns and validate and incorporate
feedback
▪ Learner’s mindset to understand NOLS’ strong
internal culture and the resilience to interrogate
and add to that culture amidst ambiguity and
uncertainty
▪ Strength of conviction to make tough, potentially
unpopular decisions to grow the organization
and reduce redundancy while building trust and
support in needed change
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Other Qualifications:
▪ Flexibility to work some evenings
and weekends
▪ Ability to work well remotely and
with geographically distributed
teams
▪ Ability and willingness to travel
frequently

COMPENSATION
A competitive compensation package, including
a comprehensive benefits package, will be offered
based on experience. The expected annual salary
range for this position is $167,000–$180,000.

LOCATION
This role will require 50-75% on-the-ground
onboarding time at NOLS Headquarters in Lander,
Wyoming for the first six months. At that point,
the position will be eligible for long-term hybrid
office and remote work options and opportunities
for an alternative, non-traditional work schedule.
We anticipate that periodic travel (~10-25%) will be
needed on an ongoing basis to NOLS Headquarters
and field locations. Location within a day’s drive of
Lander will make work coordination much easier
but is not required.

Start date
To apply
Please visit https://potrerogroup.com/
executive-search/nols-chief-programstrategy and select “Apply.” Applications
should include a resume and a cover
letter describing your qualifications that
match the position criteria and what you
will bring to the role.
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Late fall 2022

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

NOLS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

More information on NOLS can be found at:

welcoming, equitable, and inclusive environment

https://www.nols.edu/

for all our past, present, and future students,

NOLS is committed to creating and fostering a

instructors, and staff. We seek to celebrate the
breadth of diversity represented within our
community while keeping our eyes on the continued
journey that we must work together to create spaces

For additional
information regarding
this opportunity,
please contact:
Daniel Student
Senior Consultant, Potrero Group
nolscpssearch@potrerogroup.com

made with everyone in mind.
Recruiting and retaining a diverse workforce is
a high priority at NOLS. NOLS is committed to
building a diverse community that includes people
from all backgrounds. NOLS does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression,
age, genetic information, disability unrelated to job
or admission requirements, or veteran status.

Mission
▪ Our mission is to be the leading source and
teacher of wilderness skills and leadership that
serve people and the environment.

Values
▪ Our community—staff, students, trustees, and
alumni—shares a commitment to wilderness,
education, leadership, safety, community, and
excellence.
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Potrero Group is honored to coordinate
this search on behalf of NOLS. Supporting
a world-class park partner organization
is in perfect alignment with Potrero
Group’s commitment to providing
rigorous strategy and business planning,
organizational effectiveness, and nuanced
search services to mission-driven
organizations. Potrero Group supports
innovative leaders and organizations
making a difference in the world. We are
committed to equitable and inclusive
practices in all of our work.

To join our mailing list and be notified of
future opportunities, please visit
www.PotreroGroup.com
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